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Introduction
Slutty girls may love to lick big dicks, but the Freaks of Cock pack more than most whores can handle.
Thick black pleasure-sticks poke and prod these sluts until a flood of interracial cum is unleashed all
over their wide-eyed, overwhelmed faces. These facials are simply spunk-tastic!
  

Adult Review
Freaks of Cock features 88 sluts whose faces get absolutely drenched in cum.  The facials that these black dicks unleash need
to be seen to be believed.  Granted, most of the man-juice that covers these whore's faces is man-made, but if monster facials
are what you crave, then this cum-filled interracial site will fulfill your wildest fantasy!
  
  The videos at Freaks of Cock average 40 minutes in length and can be viewed in lots of different formats.  All scenes are
downloadable and all can be streamed from within your browser.  None of the downloads are protected with DRM, so feel
free to add the entire site to your permanent interracial facial collection. You have the option of viewing the entire scene or
watching it in dial-up friendly bits and pieces.  Weekly updates have been added regularly, and the best viewing format is 512
x 288 resolution.
  
  All of the scenes at Freaks of Cock come with huge photo galleries consisting of several hundred individual photos.  These
are not just screen grabs, they're high quality pictures shown in 850 x 567 resolution.  The sets do a good job of showing
before-and-after snapshots of the whore's pre-cum covered smiling face, as well as XXX closeups of the cum-like substance
dripping down her chin.
  
  You can sign up for a month's membership to Freaks of Cock for $24.94 and that includes access to all of the Included Sites
that are listed to the right of this review.  The PornPros network will provide you gobs of additional exclusive content in a
nice variety of XXX niches.  Unfortunately the individual sites are each designed to share one members area that revolves
around the network not the niche.  This leads to a site layout that makes navigation a little less intuitive than it could be, but
overall it's a site any synthetic cum shot enthusiast will enjoy.

Porn Summary
Dripping, cum-covered faces are the end result of interracial sex sessions with the Freaks of Cock. Their other-worldly sized
black dicks and flood-like jets of high-velocity synthetic spunk are enough to get any whore face plastered and cum-drunk!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'How big is too big? Wrong question!'
Quality: 85  Updates: 87 Exclusive: 89 Interface: 79
Support: 88 Unique: 96    Taste: 87        Final: 86

Porn Sites Included
Deep Throat Love (93) ,Real Ex-Girlfriends (88) ,18 Years Old (86) ,Euro Humpers (84) ,40 Oz Bounce (84) 

Porn Niches
Amateur, Big Cocks, Cum Shots, Exclusive, Extreme, Hardcore, Interracial

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $24.94 Preview: 3 Days for $4.95 Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
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